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Objective.– Evaluation of the fears and the faiths of the patients affected by spondyloarthritises as well as the echo of their chronic disease.

Patients and methods.– Twenty-four patients affected by stiffening spondylarthritises for a biotherapics participated in a therapeutic educational program concerning their chronic disease. They all benefited from a shared educational balance assessment, during which the fears and the faiths concerning their disease as well as its echo was noted. An evaluation of the knowledge was also realized by means of a validated and specific questionnaire.

Results.– About 65.2% of the patients describe an echo on the leisure activities, 56.5% on the married and family life, 52.2% on the social life, 65.2% on the professional life, 78.2% on the morale, 65.2% on the image. The duration of evolution average of the disease was of 10 years [1-25 years]. Patient 47.8% knew the genetic or family origin of the disease. As regards the aggravating factors of the disease, the faiths concerned: the food for 34.8%, the physical activity for 39.1%, the inactivity for 13%, the climate for 21.7%, an infectious origin for 21.7. The score of the questionnaire of knowledge realized before the program was on average 7.8 on 14 [3-12]. Their vision of the future and the evolution is considered as negative for 43.5% and is positive for 21.7%, stable.

Conclusion.– These elements underline the importance of a global approach of the patient, in particular to work on the faiths and the knowledge but also to target the improvement of the quality of life of the patients.
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Introduction.– The next step of this project is its validation by the French Society of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation and its assessment with patients. We will then consider transmitting this notebook to all doctors concerned by the use of botulinum toxin.
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Introduction.– Medical indications for botulinum toxin treatment have diversified these last years. Patients can now be given multisite injections by different medical teams, with sometimes a lack of information on the frequency and doses of toxin injection. As far as we know, no information support exists for patients.

Method.– The objective of this work is to elaborate and provide an information document, such as a “follow-up notebook”, containing, for the patient and the doctor, all relevant and useful information regarding the treatment. This notebook has been based on High Health Authority recommendation. Expert Society’s recommendations have as well been taken in account regarding spasticity caring and database information on antispastic drugs has also been consulted.

Result.– We have chosen the same format than the “anti K vitamin follow-up notebook”. It contains, for the patient, practical information about spasticity and botulinum toxin and medical data about injections sessions (date, injected dose, concerned muscle). This notebook will be presented by the doctor then given to the patient before the first injection. It will be then brought back at every injection session and completed by the doctor.

Discussion.– This is an original work since actually no such notebook exists. This tool should improve the way patients are taken care of and answer one of their demands: dispose, in addition to the oral information given by the doctor, of written information they can keep.

Conclusion.– The next step of this project is its validation by the French Society of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation and its assessment with patients. We will then consider transmitting this notebook to all doctors concerned by the use of botulinum toxin.